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Lenz-Majewski syndrome (LMS) is a rare disease presenting with complex
physical and mental abnormalities. Whole exome sequencing performed on
five LMS-affected individuals has identified gain-of-function mutations in the
PTDSS1 gene encoding phosphatidylserine synthase 1 (PSS1) enzyme. These
mutations all rendered PSS1 insensitive to PS-mediated product inhibition.
In a recent study we showed that uncontrolled PS production by these
mutant PSS1 enzymes lead to the accumulation of PS in the ER where it is not
detected in normal cells. This increased PS in the ER in turn, activated the Sac1
phosphatase, which is responsible for the dephosphorylation of the minor
lipid, phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate (PI4P) in the ER. Increased Sac1 activity
decreased PI4P levels both in the Golgi and the plasma membrane thereby
dissipating the PI4P gradients set up by PI 4-kinase enzymes (PI4Ks) between
these membranes and the ER. Such PI4P gradients at membrane contact
sites have been shown to support the transports of structural lipids such as
cholesterol and PS out of the ER by non-vesicular lipid transfer. Therefore,
uncontrolled production of PS not only affects the PS status of cells but also
initiates an avalanche of changes in the metabolism of other membrane lipids
via affecting PI4P gradients throughout the cell. Recognition of the close
metabolic interaction between PS synthesis and PI4P metabolism provided a
new clue to better understand the molecular underpinning of this rare and
severe disease.
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Lenz-Majewski Syndrome (LMS), also known as Lenz-Majewski
hyperostotic dwarfism (LMHD), has been described originally
by Lenz and Majewski in 1974 as a case report of a two-year-old
child who presented with multiple developmental abnormalities
including intellectual disabilities, progressive skeletal sclerosis,
cutis laxa, dental enamel dysplasia, and abnormal development in
skull and fingers1. Additional cases have been subsequently reported
with similar clinical presentations, but some of the symptoms are
not equally present in all patients2-6.
What could be the molecular mechanisms underlying the
pleiotropic defects seen in LMS patients? It took a long time to begin to
answer this question and only with the arrival of the genomic era have
the tools become available to search for possible underlying genetic
alterations. Sousa and colleagues have conducted genomic analysis
with DNA obtained from five LMS-affected individuals7. Remarkably,
whole-exome sequencing data have identified mutations in one
allele of the PTDSS1 gene in all affected individuals. Three cases
showed heterozygous mutations yielding a 1058A>G substitution,
generating an amino acid change of Q353R. One individual was
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heterozygous for an 805C>T substitution causing a P269S
change, while another case showed heterozygosity for a
794T>C mutation that lead to a L265P mutation. The PTDSS1
gene encodes for PSS1, one of two phosphatidylserine (PS)
synthesizing enzymes that is critical for PS biosynthesis in
mammalian cells. PSS1 catalyzes the head-group exchange
using phosphatidylcholine (PC) as substrate, while PSS2
uses phosphatidylethanolamine (PE)8,9 (Figure 1A). Both
PSS1 and PSS2 are multi-membrane- spanning proteins
located in the ER and structure predictions suggest that
they possess nine transmembrane domains with the
N-terminus facing the cytoplasm (Figure 1B). This putative
topology places the LMS mutations identified by Sousa and
colleagues to the ER-luminal side.
PS makes up about 10-20% of total cellular
phospholipids, the majority located in the inner leaflet
of PM and the luminal side of the ER but in mammalian
cells some PS can also be found in endosomes9-12. PS is
responsible for the majority of the acidic character of the
inner leaflet of PM11 and it was shown to be important for
membrane recruitment and regulation of several signaling
proteins including PKC13,14, PLC15 and Ras/Raf16,17 just to

Figure 1: (A) The metabolic routes of phosphatidylserine (PS)
synthesis and metabolism. PS is synthesized from PC and PE
by headgroup exchange reactions catalyzed by PSS1 and PSS2
enzymes, respectively. PSS1 shows strong product feed-back
inhibition. It is less clear if PSS2 has a similar regulation. PS is
transported out of the ER to the PM and mitochondria and possibly
other membranes by non-vesicular lipid transport. PS may also
leave the ER by vesicular transport reaching other membrane
compartments (not shown). (B) The putative topology of the PSS1
enzyme showing that the indicated disease-causing mutations are
located in the ER luminal side of the protein.
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name a few. Externalization of PS from inner to outer
leaflet of the PM is an early sign of apoptosis and is also
critical for platelet aggregation and blot clotting18. How PS
gets from its site of synthesis in the ER to the PM has been
a question not fully understood. It has been assumed that
the majority of PS gets to the PM via vesicular membrane
trafficking18-20. Only recently has it become apparent
that non-vesicular transfer between the ER and the PM
represents a mechanism that can also be important for
PS delivery to the PM21-23. It is of great importance that PS
synthesis is under a strong product inhibition24. Therefore,
the discovery that PSS1 mutants identified in LMS by Sousa
and colleagues7 are insensitive to PS-mediated inhibition
has explained the dominant inheritance of the disease. LMS
mutations reproducibly mimicked the craniofacial defects
observed in LMS patients in a zebrafish model, showing
that this mutation is sufficient to explain the developmental
defects observed in this disease7.

However, now the question arose how PS overproduction
leads to the problems seen in LMS? While answers to this
question will not be found for a while, our recent findings
have shed some light on the complexity of lipid changes
caused by the PSS1 mutations. In search of a function of
PI4KA, one of PI 4-kinase enzymes that generate PI4P in
the PM, we found that PS levels were reduced by 50% when
cells were incubated in the presence of an inhibitor of the
PI4KA enzyme for 24-36 h. Notably, a similar reduction
in total PS amount was observed in cells in which PI4KA
was genetically inactivated23. We also observed that this
reduction was due to rapid inhibition of PS synthesis by
the PI4KA inhibitor. Since the activity of the PSS1 enzyme
assayed in isolated membranes was insensitive to the
inhibitor, we reasoned that inhibition of PS synthesis was
indirect and perhaps due to a defect in the transport of PS
out of the ER. Together with the strong PS-mediated feedback on PS synthesis, a PS transport defect could explain
the inhibition of PS synthesis. Indeed, cells transfected
with LMS mutant PSS1 enzymes showed massive PS
synthesis that was no more sensitive to inhibition of
PI4KA. Importantly, in these cells the PS reporter based
on the Lactadherin C2 domain (Lact-C2)11 decorated the
ER, suggesting accumulation of PS at least partly on the
cytoplasmic leaflet of the ER25.
These observations were consistent with recent data
showing that PI4P gradient between the PM and the ER
drives the non-vesicular transport of PS from the ER to the
PM21-23. This transport is carried out by ORP5/8 proteins
in mammalian cells and by Osh6p in yeast. Such PI4P
gradient-driven transport of cholesterol from the ER to the
Golgi has already been established26,27. The PI4P gradient
is generated by PI4KA at the PM or PI4KB in the Golgi and
the Sac1 phosphatase in the ER opposing the PM and the
Golgi at membrane contact sites28. The tight connection
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between PI4P generation at the PM and PS transport raised
the question whether uncontrolled production of PS would
affect PI4P metabolism. This question was especially
relevant in light of the findings that Sac1 phosphatase
activity is strongly stimulated by PS29. Indeed, we found
that LMS mutant PSS1 overexpression increased Sac1
activity and not only decreased PI4P levels in the plasma
membrane (PM), but it also decreased PI4P in the Golgi.
These PI4P changes could affect non-vesicular transport of
any lipid that relies upon PI4P gradients (Figure 2).
These data showing a strong reciprocal relationship
between PI4P gradients between the PM and the ER and
PS metabolism could explain major problems in lipid
metabolism and PI lipid signaling during development. Yet,
it is striking that hyperostosis is the leading (although not
exclusive) or most noticeable feature of this disease. What
does PS have to do with bone metabolism? This question
has also been investigated and studies have reported that
membrane encapsulated vesicles of 50-200 nm called
“matrix vesicles” are critical for mineral deposition in
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newly forming bones30. These vesicles are enriched in PS, a
lipid with strong Ca2+ binding property, which plays a role
in early stages of mineralization31. Osteoclast differentiation
and function have also been found depressed by injected
PS liposomes32. It is most likely that excess PS produced by
cells at sites of bone formation and maintenance is secreted
into the matrix profoundly changing the balance between
bone deposition and resorption. How PS gets out of these
cells and how other organs such as the brain are affected are
important questions and subjects of future investigations.

Concluding Remarks

There are a number of questions still to be understood
about the way cells handle PS at normal or extreme PS
producing conditions. Importantly, our studies showed
a decreased rather than the expected increase in PM PS
levels in cells expressing the PSS1 mutant enzymes25. This
may be due to an enhanced flipping of PS from the inner
to outer leaflet by scramblases as suggested by the large
increase in Annexin V positivity of cells obtained from LMS

Figure 2: Schematic cartoon showing the relationship between PI4P gradients and non-vesicular lipid transport and the central role of PS
in controlling these processes. PI is synthesized in the ER and is phosphorylated to PI4P by one of four distinct PI4K enzymes in the PM,
Golgi and endosomes (the last one is not shown for simplicity). How PI gets from the ER to these respective compartments and presented
to the PI4Ks is not fully understood. Conversely, the Sac1 phosphatase can dephosphorylate PI4P to PI in the ER. It is a matter of debate
whether Sac1 can access PI4P in “trans” in contact sites where the ER and the respective membranes are kept in close proximity or it only
dephosphorylates PI4P delivered to the ER by lipid transfer proteins, such as OSBP or ORPs from the adjacent membranes. OSBP and
some ORPs can bind and transfer lipids, such as cholesterol (for OSBP) or PS (ORP5/8) as well as PI4P using the same lipid binding cavity.
Therefore, the PI4P gradient can be used to drive the directional transport of cholesterol from the ER to the Golgi or PS from the ER to the
PM. PI4P in the Golgi is also essential for the transport of ceramide from the ER to the Golgi by CERT, although the ability of the lipid binding
domain of CERT to bind PI4P has not been documented yet. The unique position of PS to regulate the PI4P gradients is due to its ability to
activate the Sac1 phosphatase, thereby affecting the PI4P gradient regardless of the compartment (PM, Golgi and probably endosomes
as well). The other important point of regulation is the negative feed-back of PS levels in the ER on the PSS1 enzyme. Once this feed-back
regulation is lost, as in LMS, the excess PS unleashes an avalanche of event by activating Sac1.
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patients7. Also, we do not have a good understanding of the
distribution of PS between the two leaflets of the ER. We
found accumulation of PS on the cytosolic leaflet of the ER
in PSS1 mutant expressing cells, and clearly, PS can only
affect Sac1 function from the cytoplasmic side. Yet, if the
putative topology of the PSS1 enzyme is correct, the LMS
mutations that abolish PS sensing are in the luminal side
(Fig. 1B). We can assume that PS is also increased in the
luminal side of the ER membrane. How PS moves between
the two leaflets in the ER (or Golgi) membrane is still a
matter of investigations18. Another important question to
be studied is the relative contribution of vesicular and nonvesicular transport of PS from the ER to the PM. How does
the extra PS in the ER in LMS patients affect mitochondrial
function? We found that PSS1 mutant overexpression also
increased the amount of PE presumably formed from PS in
the mitochondria through decarboxylation. Does the extra
PE in the mitochondria also affect mitochondrial functions?

So clearly we have more questions than answers.
Identification of the mutations that cause LMS was a major
development. It synergized with other discoveries related
to PS metabolism20 and tool development, such as the
introduction of Lact-C2 to follow PS distribution in living
cells11. The importance of PS in the inner leaflet of PM in the
recruitment and regulation of many key signaling nodes (PLC,
PKC, Ras/Raf) suggests that disturbances in PS trafficking can
have far reaching consequences via affecting early signaling
events. Compounding on these defects are the cholesterol and
sphingolipid changes due to the effects of PS overproduction
on PI4P gradients between the Golgi and ER. It will take some
time to sort out to what extents these changes contribute to
the developmental defects and what genetic modifiers affect
the severity of the various organ dysfunctions. Although
LMS is a rare disease better understanding the underlying
biochemical changes will greatly advance our knowledge on
several aspects of cellular signaling and lipid metabolism. This
knowledge would then deepen or insights into many other
pathological conditions beyond LMS and identify potential
new targets for therapeutic interventions.
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